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Our latest Covid-19/Corona Virus update

	Updated 3/23/20 2:45pm  What we've learned. Closing 6pm weekdays. Taking in repairs again. 
We've survived almost a week of shelter-at-home so far. We've learned that people don't get the 6 foot social distance thing in a

retail environment so we're blue-taping off-limits areas, especially in the repair diagnosis area. We've learned that we can't allow

people to inflate their tires using our air pumps inside the store; they can still borrow an air pump but it has to be done outside (a

couple times Saturday we had multiple people waiting for their turn at the pump, inside the store). We're working on workflow to

minimize risk by doing something as simple as sanitizing credit card machines immediately PRIOR to each use, not after. Because

you never know for sure if it was done previously. 

We've also realized the inconvenient truth. That most every small local business that serves its local community is facing a really

difficult choice. Close and lose money, or stay open and potentially lose even more money, as the reduced (or entirely missing) sales

during the shelter-at-home don't meet staff wages, much less rent. Most of us will survive this initial 3 week, but if (if?) it's extended

another 3 weeks? Or more? The things that make life convenient and even fun, those things that make local local, are all at risk.

Small businesses don't get to suffer a $248 billion loss and somehow magically stay in business. We're not "too big to fail."  

If you see legislation in the news that is aimed at helping small, local businesses survive, please think about us and support it. In

return, we'll support the communities that we've worked with for so many years now, feeling good about our decisions to stay

locally-focused because... because that's what we believe in. We've invested in buildings and employees and projects where you live.

If you don't live near us, let's say you live in Paducah Kentucky, there's a local shop that is better geared to taking care of you than

anyone on-line can. Martha & Hutch are as passionate about their community as we are about ours. As are thousands of local bike

shops across the country. 

The rest of our previous piece here is pretty much old news by now. Bike shops are officially considered essential for their service to

the bicycle as transportation, much of that due to the efforts of many local shops who have lobbied for better cycling infrastructure.

Our hours are reduced; 11am-6pm weekdays, because there is no longer an "after work" crowd coming in. Saturdays still 10am-6pm

and closed Sundays. Repair work is focusing on what can be done pretty quickly to keep you on the road. Staffing is reduced

because we're in a "stay home if feeling not great" mode, knowing that a "cold" is still a thing but you can't be too careful. But we

are here to keep you going. It's a relationship that's worked for 40 years. We're doing what we can for many more.

Thank you, Mike & Steve Jacoubowsky, Partners, Chain Reaction Bicycles
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